
FINDING SCIENTIFIC
PUBLICATIONS

Use a reputable online search tool, such as Google Scholar or

Pubmed, andvstart with your main topic

If you are just starting your research a recent Review Article,
versus a Research Paper, is a good place to start. It will give

you an overview of the current state of the research in that

area, and provide references to Research Papers

Use the Search Tool’s “Advanced Search Menu” to narrow

down your search by specifying specific terms and dates

Limit searches to the last 5 years unless you are looking for

something specific that you know is older

Often you can read abstracts and access the document online

for free, some may require you to purchase or rent the article. 

Once you find the article print out citation information (title,

author, journal, volume, page, publication date, and abstract). If

not free you may be able to access the article through your

Hospital, University, or even Public Library

You can search abstracts from Professional Meeting
Websites at each organization’s website (I.e. ASCO, ASH

abstracts and presentations from past meetings are online)
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Scientific publications provide a method for

scientists to communicate the results of

their research to anyone who takes the time

to read and understand them

Publishing articles in many reputable

journals is very competitive and

manuscripts are reviewed by a panel of

experts (Peer Review) to determine if they

should be published

FACT VS FICTION

Researchers take care to publish the results

of their research which they believe to be

true at the time, other researchers may

produce equally valid results which may be

in conflict or disagree with those results

FACT

FACT

FACT

All research results are published

FICTION

Scientific papers only publish

definitive facts and conclusions

FICTION

Scientific publications are not 

for patients or care partners, 

only experts
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